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How to make a bookshelf chest in minecraft

Minecraft-Hidden-Chest This tutorial and Minecraft build will show you how to have a hidden chest in Minecraft. This Hidden Chest Minecraft tutorial will show you how to hide your chest on a shelf using very few resources. Check out the full hidden chest tutorial below. Put any block between two shelves. Put a rail and a mine cart over your block. Break the
block. Put a piston and a block with a button on your mine cart like that. Put a shelf under your piston. Press the button and you'll hide your chest inside the shelf. That's all! Just add some shelves on your hidden chest and then click on the shelf where you hid your chest to open your chest. This article describes different pieces of furniture that you can build in
Minecraft. Please note that most of these are for decoration only, with the exception of beds and shelf blocks (shelves enhance lovely tables in the surrounding area). This tutorial is purely decorative and will improve the look of your home. You can make it more functional. For example, a refrigerator might contain food in a way to make the block containing
food accessible. Or, a fireplace can be used as an item incinerator. Try to come up with ways to incorporate uses into furniture. Bedroom furniture[edit] The most essential piece of a bedroom is the bed. Once you have placed a bed, you can start decorating your bedroom with furniture. Walk-in closets, desks and shelves are the basic furniture you can put
into your bedroom. To make a barricaded door or window, use signs and place them against doors or windows as pieces of wood, and then write hyphens. The dressing rooms[edit] A chest of drawers is a pile of double breasts. An idea for a more interesting home is to have themed chests with only certain things (therefore, It only keeps armor in the
dresser). You can place item frames next to walk-in closets to display items inside. Handmade clothing is not available in vanilla Minecraft, so most players put armor on their vanities. If this is the case, place a few armors to show off your freshly made armor. If you don't want to waste wood on chests/need vanities for a real purpose, but still want them for
decoration, you can make a chest of drawers that look like real life, but it's not functional in Minecraft, and it doesn't cost much wood, as it's made of wood planks. Place two wooden planks side by side on the floor, and place two above that. Then place trapdoors, buttons, or signs with the letter O on all 4 blocks. Cabinets[edit] Here's a design for a cool,
interactive wardrobe that's easy to You will need: 4 stairs 2 doors 2 trapdoors Place the blocks as well (the grille is from the side view): Then place the doors on top of it to make the double doors look, with the handles closest to each other. You can also add trapdoors on both sides of the stairs. Cabinets[edit] Here is how to make a simple cabinet. 1 of any
type of block are preferable, because it gives the illusion of food or crockery inside.) 2 trapdoors Place the block against a wall. Then place a trapdoor on top of the apple and another on the front. Optionally, place multiple blocks with trapdoors side by side, for a larger enclosure. For the bunk bed, you need a wall that has at least a width of 4 and a height of 4.
Get fences and place them each on the outer edge of the wall, and then place wooden planks in the wall spaces at the bottom only. Place a bed on top of the two blocks. Then get rid of the blocks under the bed and then place a bed where those blocks were. Note, however, that the top bed will not change its spawn point unless there is a solid block with two
empty blocks above it one block below the bed and directly adjacent and will wake up at the top of the bed, so there must be more than one block of space above the bed. You can also make a bunk bed with two doors and two beds. Put two blocks of any kind in a row, and then place a bed on top. Break both blocks. Then place a bed under the top bed.
Finally, put the two doors on the side. This final design for a bunk bed requires a wall that is 3x3, and you will need 6 fences and 2 beds. First, place two piles of fences, 3 blocks of height each, with 2 blocks between them. Then place the first bed on the floor, the second on the 3rd fence, and you're finished! Shelves[edit] To make a shelf, stack as many shelf
blocks as you want. You can also use s handles and stairs stacked on top of each other to simulate normal shelves. The back of the looms can be used to look like empty shelves between books. This design is simple, but nice! If you want it to be really simple: Shelves[edit] To make a shelf, place a row of 4 wooden planks on the floor, and add a stack of 3
wooden planks at each end. Close the space at the top with 2 more planks. Finally, add s handles in the middle of all wood planks to simulate shelves. You can make a modern shelf by placing carpets on top of each other. Potted plant[edit] A vase of plants using bamboo and jungle leaves. Note: Starting with Java Edition 1.4.2, there are now pots made of
three bricks made in the same way as a cube, making this method not as useful. However, this method is still useful for plants 2 blocks high, as they cannot be placed in flower pots. If you don't want to use a pot, either for the reason that you want to have a 2-block-tall plant in your pot or a different kind of pot, read on. Place a block of grass. You can also get
a long grass, a rose, a yellow flower, or any of the other new plants 1 block high. Then dig the blocks around it into the ground. Above each hole, place a trapdoor. Then do them all in the closed position, with their side flat against the side of the ground block. After that, fill in the holes. Then lay dirt or a stone piece of tall grass, or fern on top of the block of dirt
and that's it! Another way to make potted plants is to put signals around a block of soil like the pot and then put a plant on top of it. You can also do this: Desks[edit] To make a desk, take your choice of support, (near or fence door look the best) and place 2 of them for a separate desk, 1 for a desk attached to the wall. Then make a surface (the wooden slings
work well). Pressure plates or carpets can also be placed on fences, creating a much flatter surface. In addition, if three blocks are placed up close in a row, two could be covered with pressure plates, and one with shiny stone or a red stone lamp at the top, making a lamp. Another neat way to make desktops easy and simple is to have a set of pistons
aligned in patterns in rectangular shapes or lines. Simply place blocks of red stone in the shape of your desk one block below your floor. Then place the pistons on the blocks for a permanent desk/table. Another way to make a desk is after the pistons are placed, put a single red stone torch under each of them, causing the pistons to activate, and thus making
a table quick and simple. An adaptation of this is to put a piston on the ground facing up and put pressure plates around it. When you approach it, the table/desktop appears. A different way to make desks is to make a huge block table. There must be four leg blocks, which act like the legs of your table. At the top of the legs can be put sn s handles or blocks,
making a table simple. This form of table is one of the easiest to do. The last table type is the Block by Block table. It consists of a simple arrangement of multiple blocks. By placing many blocks in a rectangular, square, or straight pattern, you can make a simple table useful for keeping things on. This table shape is mainly constructed of smooth white wool,
as it makes the table look like the table is covered with a clean white tablecloth. Another way to make a desk attractive is to place two stairs upside down at the ends with s handles between them, the stairs act like the legs. And if you want to have a top table cloth, but still a wooden table, put white carpet on top of the wooden blocks. Computers[edit] Place an
iron block, a painting on the side, and a keyboard in front of it. Some people use a powered mine cart rail, especially since there seem to be buttons on it in the original resource pack. The best with a desk. Some people put an article frame with an apple on the back to mark it as an Apple iMac! You can use logs 3×2×1 and put the computer in the middle.
Alternatively, there are several mods that can provide you with computers. A good example is ComputerCraft or Mr. Crayfish' furniture mod. Basic computer on a desk with chair. Another way is to place a painting on the wall in front of a block of wood and place a mine cart lane or other object looks like a computer keyboard and can be used as a computer.
When you want to 'change the screen' just put a new image in place. A very good way to make a keyboard is to dig a deep hole from a block, and then put a rug on it. Then place two armor supports facing forward on the left and right side of the hole. Using pistons, push the shielding to the hole. Now push a quartz block down repeatedly (again, using a
piston) until it reaches ground level. There you go, a keyboard. Another way to make a computer is by placing a wooden or stone pressure plate. From the outside (or back of the 'desktop'), place a sign on the edge of the pressure plate (check if the black outline shows the plate as selected). This sign can be decorated with common logos, such as real
monitors. Now, move to the front of the desk (or behind the sign, which is now floating) and place an image. An optional button can be placed to the left or right as a mouse. Two of these displays can be configured (the pressure plate is required to hold the sign) for dual monitor configurations. Alternatively, you can use the item frame method to configure a
computer. Place a block of oak wood next to the wall. Above it on the wall put an element frame. In the wooden block, put a stone pressure plate and there you have it! You can place a map or element (heads are good) inside to make it look like you're running a program. It can also be expanded by placing another block of wood on one side of the first and
placing a pot on one and a button on the other. Now you have a laptop with coffee and a mouse! To make a disc drive, place a jukebox near a wall and place a stone or wood pressure plate on the disc machine. Add an image to the wall and then place any block next to the jukebox and place a lever on it. Now you have a computer that can play music!
Griefer Trick: Add a TNT trap with an odd and a hidden wooden pressure plate and trapdoor to open the computer system and add a book to the dropbook. You can use them as viruses to destroy your computer. Add a button next to the button to turn it on. Add a command block next to the HIDDEN pressure board and set the command to: /me ERROR!
VIRUS ERROR!. When a player has turned on 'turn on' their computer, ERROR! Alert will make the player think there is a virus and then the computer will explode! One way is to put a block of any kind with a paint on. Underneath put a pressure plate like a keyboard and use stairs like a desk chair. There's other ways you can make that please comment
below to help other players! :) Lamps/Light Sources[edit] Using a red stone lamp is the easiest way to create a lever-enabled light source. Alternatively, you can use one of the following methods: To make a lamp, place a block up close and place a torch (or some shiny stone) on top. it can also work with a cobblestone wall or end rod. End. method to create a
side table-like light is to place a shiny stone, sea lantern, red stone lamp or other full block light source on your floor, and put a trapdoor on each side. Or you could also put lights behind the paintings. Another method is to make an invisible lamp, placing your preferred light source on your floor and covering it with a carpet, which does not block the light. Or, to
make a different type of lamp, build three blocks of its original ceiling, place the glass where the original ceiling was and leave an open block for an exhaust hatch and start placing lava. This would be better used in creative mode in a netherrack/nether brick structure (creative mode because depending on how big your house is it could take a lot of lava to
cover the ceiling!) Mood lighting can be done by placing a shiny block of stone and protecting it on all but one side. Then place a sn sn sn sn at the remaining place. The result is a small patch of slightly whiter light. However, this will not create a radius of light, so it is only for the effect. A modern/futuristic style light can be made by placing down any block and
then a stone steed (or any half step) on top. Then remove the bottom block and place another half step in place. Put a block of shiny stone on top of everything. It must appear that the glowing stone looms over the stone slees. Another modern way is to have a wall with stairs throughout the bottom row of blocks, but corners, and place the shiny stone in the
corners. Then place one more piece of stairway next to the glow stone to make an 8×8 pixel square of shiny stone. Finally, place a half steed of the same type as the staircase (wooden plank, cobblestones, stone brick, sandstone) on the shiny stone. There you have a modern piece of shiny sofa. I recommend stone brick (modern) or sandstone (mixed with
shiny stone). Using lava as lighting can create a cool effect. Place a non-flammable block on the ground. Place a block next to that, and place the glass there, before removing the second block you placed. Do this on all sides, before placing any number of layers of glass on top of the glass. Pour the lava through the resulting tube and place a non-flammable
block on top. Another way (This is best for dungeons) is to place lava and put iron bars in front of the lava (This may not work at 1.13 due to updated water physics). Note: This is dangerous if something inside the four blocks of your lava lamp is flammable. Not recommended for houses with a lot of Curtains[edit] Curtains can be useful for the sides of
bathtubs, or simply as decoration anywhere. Place a row of blocks under the ceiling, then attach vines to the sides. The vines will grow hanging, and create curtains for you. Another alternative is to wear wool. Just make a small wool wall in front of your window or open space, and the privacy is perfect! In addition, starting with version 1.8, you can use
banners as curtains. Curtains. make a banner. Color and design depend on you, but a smooth white flag is good with many homes. Next, you need to put the banner. For tall windows of a block, place the banner on the block above it. If the window has two height blocks, place the banner on the highest glass block of the two. For three or more, place banners
in each row except the bottom row. This design makes a nice hanging curtain that lets in the light and can be easily removed. Stairs and trapdoors can also be used as open blinds. Other furniture[edit] It's a good idea to add a craft table to your bedroom, and possibly a record machine. The manufacture of tables and jukeboxes already exist in the game, so
there is no need to build them differently. Cabinets[edit] To make a wardrobe, first, dig two blocks high and one block wide on a wall. If you want to make it wider, dig deeper and start digging spreading. Then get out of the little room you've made and put a door in the driveway. You can make a four-by-four entrance, but you'll have to put up double doors.
Since you can't really place the armor in the game (except in 1.8, if you're wearing an armor bracket), you must use a chest and put the chest in the closet, or if you still want to be able to see the armor put a row of item frames with the armor inside. Living room furniture[edit] The living room is the heart of your home, where you can meet with friends (if you are
on a server) and spend your time, if you wish. Tables[edit] tables are an essential piece of furniture in each living room. Read on to find out how to make many different table layouts! Coffee tables[edit] To create a coffee table, use any type of sly and place them near your sofas, chairs, etc. To make a cup, try a pot with nothing in it. As part of the new 1.13
update, marine pickles will also function as cups. You can also place multiple sea pickles in one block. Corner tables[edit] Build a fence and add a wooden pressure plate, carpet/carpet or trapdoor on top for a good looking table. Another option is to place a piston on the ground with a red stone torch or a block under it. The piston will activate and create a
nice table of a block. Dining tables[edit] Place two stair blocks in front of each other. Then place two sn sn sn sn sn sn blocks of your liking on top of them. Some artisans believe that sn sn sn sn snboard floors will make the table more aesthetically pleasing. You can also try the piston board. The piston table looks fresh with a cake on it! Once again, some
craftsmen believe that sda floors will make the table more Nice. Another method that uses stair blocks: Place the stairs face down and on your back. This table can be as small as 2 consecutive stairs or as big as you want! S handles and stairs can be used as chairs. Place four blocks (for example, wooden planks) for the table legs. Then place some shillings
face down in the center of the four-legged that just Then place four shillings face down between your legs to make an impressive table. Place a dark block (for example, as lower bricks) in a 3×2 hole on your floor. At the top of the dark blocks, place glass blocks. For larger tables, you can place stone pressure plates or white carpets to serve as crockery. You
can use empty pots for cups and/or a chest with prepared foods in the center of the table, too! For a simple table, with real use, simply use fence posts against your wall, then place wooden pressure plates on top. Once this is done, simply replace the blocks on the wall just above the table (on the same level as the pressure plates) with dropdroppers (the
dispensers also work, but require an arc to make, unlike the dropdroppers). Now, fill thedroppers with food, and then all you have to do is walk to the table, and voila! you have food. In later versions you can have posts up close over the entire table area and cover them with carpets. For plates, you can use element frames (if your table is made of solid
blocks) and put any food item on them you want. Modern table[edit] Place two blocks of shiny stone where you want the center of your table to be, then surround the bright stone blocks with glass panels for a cake and a coffee table that will light up your living room! You can also make a few more shiny stone rings around the central glow stone block. You
can also make a modern table with some carpets, stairs and fences by placing the carpet on top of a fence and then placing the stairs of your choice in the places you would like for the seats. The piston table[edit] extended pistons are usually more aesthetically pleasing than fences with pressure plates, as they form a solid lid, rather than one with gaps. You
need 6 pistons and 6 red stone torches. Dig the 3×2×2 floor and then fill only one layer of the hole with red stone torches. Side view Aerial view Then simply cover the hole with pistons (or you could place a sticky piston randomly to make it look like someone spills) facing up. The piston table is complete. Simple table[edit] Place 2 blocks above where you
want your table, now create a deep hole of 2 blocks below the blocks above your table (3 if you include the gap for the table that should already be there), enter the hole, look up and place 2 stairs facing each other at the bottom of them, exit the hole and fill it, now remove the 2 blocks above the table, now you have a table Note: Remember to fill the hole.
Tablecloths[edit] Using carpet blocks, you can replace the pressure plates on carpet tables, or perhaps lead the piston arms with the above-mentioned block. This will create an attractive tablecloth. Use it anywhere from luxury restaurants to cave houses! Stone Age Table[edit] This table is simple, but looks glorious in medieval structures or mansions. Start
by putting a cobblestone sn all over the and surround it with cobblestone stairs upside down - don't forget to destroy the corners afterwards. in the middle, put a pot and plant with your favorite flower (Allium or Azure bluet recommended). Make chairs and place iron pressure plates on top of the cobblestone stairs. Enjoy! TV[edit] There are two main designs
for TVs in Minecraft. You can make a decorative TV that is really just blocks of charcoal, black wool or obsidian decoratively on or on the wall or floor. You can also use a 2×1 paint starting from left to right to mimic a flat-screen TV. You can also put two blocks of any material, two fences up and a 2×1 paint on the fence. A more expensive method is by putting
a red stone lamp on the wall with a lever next to it, and a paint on the lamp. When you pull the lever, the light will glow through the paint. Another design is to place two furnaces at the bottom, two obsidian at the top, and a 2×1 paint in front where you want the screen, then place two blocks of iron vertically across the sides and place a button on each. Sofas
and chairs[edit] A sofa can be made using 2-4 stair blocks, with a sign attached to each side as arms. In addition, starting with Java Edition 1.4.2, inward-facing stairs could be used to create arms. An alternative type of sofa can be made by placing 2 or more steeds in a row and surrounding the sides and back with blank signs. To make a 'leather' sofa, use s
handles surrounded by blocks of wool. Another way to make a nice sofa is to place four wooden planks in a row, with wooden slings on top. Then put two wooden planks at the ends and two rails in the middle. Put the mine carts on the rails, and there! You have a couch where you can sit! Chairs can be made similarly to sofas, but the living area is only 1
block wide. There are many variations of the chair listed below. You could place 1 block of stairs for a simple chair. You could also put 1 block of stairs down, and put blank signs on the side for an armchair. You can also put 1 sning, with blank signs on the sides and back for a cool looking armchair. If you have a dog (domesticated wolf), you may also want a
dog bed in your house to make you feel. One can be made using 2 wooden steeds in a row, with signs attached on the sides, front and back. Also, since Update 1.6.1, place 2 carpet colors of choice on the floor. A throne can be done by placing a mine cart track on the ground with a block (stone, cobblestones, or iron blocks are better) at one end and a
ladder at the other end. another block at the top of the first and one on each side of it. Then, four stairs are placed on the sides of the mine cart track and the original staircase. Then place two stairs on the two side blocks. Put a mine cart on the track and enjoy the throne you can sit on. A step forward in the modern world of interior design is the lounge bench.
Make an extra long sofa with 90 degree angle somewhere, no sign of arms, and possibly the use of s handles and blocks, instead of stair parts. If it's in a corner, a shelf looks attractive in the corner, and blends with the texture of the wood. You can also place any type of stairs (oak stairs recommended) and place blocks on the sides. Another model looks like
a sofa from a TV show. It must be 3 in height, 2 in length and 6 in width. You can use spruce wood or brown wool to make it look like that TV show couch, but you have to have 26 blocks of that stuff. Any material is fine, but otherwise it won't look like the prototype. First, set 12 blocks of your material into a 2×6 rectangle. Then add your material to 1/2 of your
sofa (width). Then, at the ends where there is 1 layer of material, add 1 block to each end. Now you just need to add 6 blocks at the top of the area of 2 height blocks (apart from the ends and add 1 block at each. Never get close to the fires, as the sofa will burn. Fireplaces[edit] Fireplaces give your living room a more homely feel. A fireplace can literally be a
small hole in the wall with netherrack in it. Or it can be an elegant and ultra-modern piece of contemporary Minecraft art. A nice design is a brick contour on the wall and floor (steeds can make the area around it on the raised floor). Then make a 1×2×1 hole in the wall inside the brick contour and put in netherrack. Turn on the netherrack, and add a fireplace
so that all the smoke comes out (and it's also an exterior decoration!) A more contemporary and elegant design is to make the same brick contour, but then add lava instead of netherrack, and put glass in front of the lava, which makes an ultra-modern, artificial fireplace feel. Iron bars can be added around the fire to look like a fire protector for a more realistic
look. For an alternative chimney design, choose a place away from any flammable material. Then dig a hole 2 blocks deep and put netherrack on it, then turn on the netherrack with flint and steel. Then you should place a block of glass on top of the fire, not the netherrack, so it will not burn (you will need to put a block adjacent to the hole to place the glass
block and then remove it). Put chairs and/or sofas surrounding this and you have a campfire and lounge. An example of a traditional fireplace. The wooden blocks seen behind are flammable, and are within reach, as are some of the roof blocks. These are fine in the field of fire, so be careful where the wood is (note wooden slings are no longer immune to
fire). To build an old-style brick fireplace, you'll want this next to a wall. First, dig a hole 3 blocks deep. After that, add netherrack at the bottom and turn it on. Third, place the netherrack at the top of the hole. Then place a brick on both sides of the fire and place another brick on top of them and in the middle of those at the top. Repeat the process in the face
of so you can't throw things into the fire. This part is optional. If you want to add a fireplace, add bricks on top to the sides and front of the fire. Keep adding until you reach your roof and then break the area where the fire is. Add 2 - 3 more levels of the fireplace on the ceiling. Finally, add netherrack at ceiling level and turn it on! Alternatively, you can build a
traditional-style fireplace, which is similar to the old-style fireplace, but more elaborate. Simply make a space of 5×2 from the adoquín, and replace the center block with the netherrack. Then place a 3-height column of stone bricks on each side of the netherrack, and place stone brick stairs on each side (place them so that the steps go to the center). Add a
stone brick between the two stairs and attach an additional stone brick below. Build a column of stone bricks up from the central brick, until you leave the house, placing a torch on top to mimic a chimney stoke. Finally, turn on the netherrack and add lower brick fences around the opening. You can also add stone stairs to the bottom of the opening. Refer to
the image for reference. You can also use the actual campfire block and place it in any of these IMPORTANT designs: The wooden blocks and stairs will light up if they are less than 4 blocks above the fire or any adjacent block. You can disable the spread of fire with the command: /gamerule doFireTick false, but if the fire is lit (per player, lighting, etc.) on a
flammable object, it will burn forever unless you stop it. However, the rest of your house will be fine. Make a huge 3×3 fireplace with netherrack so it never burns, and then add a lower brick fence on the side (not normal fences, they will burn!) and progress to the center. It must be three blocks from the ground. Now, it drops to almost the level of fire (2 blocks
away) and adds a cauldron to the lower brick fence. Add water and that's it! Fun if you make witch houses. Automatic chimneys are activated at the push of a button or the pull of a lever. There is a fault that allows fire loads to pass through a wall 1 meter wide when fired from a dispenser. Make a wall with non-flammable material. Leave a space of 3 spaces.
Then make another wall. In the hollow, place a single block located right next to the one you want the dispenser. Place a dispenser so that it is facing the inner wall and there is no space between the dispenser and the wall. Place the red stone on the block leading to the dispenser [you have to use a repeater]. Start inside. It is necessary to surround a piece of
netherrack with iron bars. Make sure the floor is not made of wood materials, wool or carpets as they will burn. You can decorate this in any other way, but place a button where the red stone sign would receive the entrance. Then place several fire loads in the dispenser [they have no other important use]. You'll have to flames and creepy/scares and mine
coal or kill withered skeletons to make them so they are hard to do, but worth the problem. For a more efficient fireplace, place a sticky piston that is activated by a NOT door. Replace the button with the lever. You may need to use repeaters to delay the dispenser. When you put out the chimney, a piston comes out and burns the fire. You might want to make
a fake chimney to hide the piston. For a unique look at your fireplace, use a dispenser to dispense fiery arrows to make the fire look better. You'll need some red stone skills to do this. Fireplace with fiery arrows. A indicates a red stone clock and an AND door. This fires burning arrows to give a multilayer experience. You can also use the actual chimney block
and place it in any of these designs too, you can use a burning oven from the burning fireplace in the traditional fireplace, and you won't burn your house down! Shelves[edit] Building a shelf is simple. All you need to do is place a trapdoor where you want your shelf to go, and you're done! You can also place s handles on a wall. That way you can put things
on them, like a cake. Placing stairs upside down allows functional stair shelves. The blocks are divided into two halves (therefore, two s handles of the same material make 1 block) so point the cursor at the top of the block against which you want your shelf and place the ladder; if you aim lower it will be from right side up and you have to replace it. If you
pointed to the top half of the placement block it will become the other way around and you can make non-floating cake holders. This way you can skip the problem of placing a block and its stair and removing the reference block. Place them outside under a window for a windowsill, or you may even use several with craft tables mixed for a cat tree. Ceiling
fans[edit] Place any block on the ceiling, then put 4 trapdoors on each side of the block to give it the look of a ceiling fan. Piano[edit] Do you need some music at home? Here's how to make a piano that plays music or just notes. All you need is: 2 nether brick stairs 1 Note block 1 Jukebox Various music discs Now to the building: Dig a 2x4 hole in the floor.
Put a block of notes and a jukebox in the hole. Put two lower brick stairs upside down on the note block and disc machine (or put black and white carpets on 2 quartz stairs). Now you have your piano fully functional! The Concert Piano[edit] laid a fence and black wool. Behind the first piece, put another piece and one to the right of it. In the right, put another
fence. Do it one more time, but make three pieces of wool. Put quartz ladders in front of you (3 of them). Leave two of any block as a bank. or put two blocks of black wool side by side. Then to the left of these blocks place three blocks of black wool in front of each other. Next at the top of the first two blocks that place two more blocks. After that on top of all
his black carpet place of black wool. In the second three blocks you placed, place another layer of carpet one of those three blocks. In front of the first two blocks of black wool you placed, place two blocks of note blocks side by side. Then do the same at the top of it In front of those blocks place two blocks of lower brick stairs or The grand piano (by
Sky_Ninja99) Note: all blocks used in this are lower brick symbols: n: lower brick, s: stair (means from north to south[the part of the stair; [ means south to north), l: steed, u: steed upside down, f: close, t: track, p: stone steed, 0: air, c: breast with jukebox under it Design: North 0f00 0n00 000 000 000 n0 0ul0 l000 uuuu nppn 00ul ul0 uu. n f0ul nl00 fuuf [tt[
0000 0000 c000 0ll0 Notes for the following diagram: The lower brick stairs indicate stairs from north to south and oak stairs (which must actually be lower brick stairs) are stairs that run from south to north. Lower brick slings indicate that normal sly slings and oak slings (which should actually be lower brick slings) are slings upside down. The chest has a
jukebox underneath it. North, and that's how it's done! Fresh fences[edit] To make a cool fence, place a ladder wherever you go near you, then place a sly block at the top of each ladder. Glass panels, iron bars and cobblestone walls with steeds on top will also work. The kitchen[edit] A kitchen can consist of a small chest with food products, such as meats,
bread or raw materials. You may want to add a manufacturing table, as well as some ovens, to simulate a work area and oven. Counters are made by placing stone blocks, stone brick or wooden planks in any way that would place a real-world kitchen. In addition, the kitchen should be placed on stone brick floors or cobblestones, rather than wood plank
floors. For a more elegant floor, use polished and polished granite, or black and white wool. You can also make a refrigerator by placing a dispenser on the floor, an iron block on top, and an iron door in front. Then just place a button next to the dispenser, and when you press it, the iron door will open, and the dispenser will dispense your food! If you have a
sloping roof put a 2×1 hole in the ceiling near the wall and over the counter and put two stair blocks there and make it look like there are only two solid blocks there. Then put a big chest under it and you have a closet! The sink[edit] A allows you to have a water supply right in your kitchen. Many sinks use a 2×2 square. You can also create a 1×1 block
receiver to display only or a flowing sink. You can use a cauldron filled with water and then a lever above it representing the faucet. Putting iron blocks under or around your sink would look great, or blocks of gold or diamonds if you have the resources. Materials needed: 1 cauldron 1 firing wire hook 1 1 water (optional) 1. Place the cauldron against the wall.
2. Place the tripwire hook over the cauldron. (Optional) Finally, fill the cauldron with water from your bucket. Cleaning Sink After Java Edition 1.4.2, Minecraft added the ability where you could use the water-filled cauldron to remove any kind of dye from any type of dyed leather armor. Just after Java Edition 1.8, in which banners were added, cauldrons
received another use of removing the last pattern in a banner. Therefore, this design is now useful. Refrigerator[edit] You can make a refrigerator for a good finish, and to make your kitchen more distinguished. Many refrigerator designs allow you to store food within them, making them functional as well as decorative. Design 1 Materials: 1 Chest 1 Iron Block
(Quartz or Snow for Alternative Texture Packs) 1 Iron Door 1 Lever This refrigerator will look stylish and you will have the ability to store items. First dig a block where you want to put your fridge, then put there a chest, leave the previous block blank. Place above the blank an iron/quartz/snow block, then place an iron door and lever above or next to it. Design
2 Materials: 1 dispenser 1 iron block 1 iron door 1 button This refrigerator will give you food when you need a little. Place a dispenser on the ground with an iron block on it (you could also place the dispenser on top of the iron block). Place an iron door in front of them and place a button on the iron block. When you press the button, the door will open and the
dispenser will drop the food you stored. You can also use an e-dropper instead of a dispenser. Design 3 Materials: 2 Iron Blocks 1 Button 1 Dispenser This refrigerator needs to be built on a wall. To build it, dig a block on the wall. Place a dispenser on the wall, and from the inside fill it with food. Place two blocks of iron in a pile in front of it. Place a button on
each side of the bottom block. When you press the button, instant food! Perfect if you need some food in a hurry. Design 4 Materials: 1 dispenser 1 iron block 1 iron door 1 button or lever Place a dispenser and on top, place an iron block. Then place an iron door in front of it and place a button or lever on the iron block. Then just fill the dispenser. Design 5
Materials: 7 iron blocks 3 sticky pistons 2 red stone torches 1 lever 8 (?) red stone powder 1 block (any type) to place some of the red stone powder on 1 block of ice (obtained in survival with silk touch or pushed Your place with pistons) 1 chest 3 stone steeds To set up this refrigerator, make a rectangle of 2 widths and 3 highs of the iron. Make sure it's
against a wall and in a corner. On the side facing the corner, cut the walls and place the sticky pistons, setting red stone torches appropriately as inverters to the pistons. Then connect the lever to the 2nd block up on the side not connected to the piston. Connect this lever to the piston inverters, and voila, a working refrigerator. within the place an iron block in
the middle, a stone sle like the ceiling, and put a chest in the upper space. At the bottom, put a block of ice as a kind of freezer. Design 6 Materials: This is a good refrigerator that has the ability to store items. Make a tower, three blocks high, of any solid block. Now add another solid block in front of the three high stacks. Add a rail. Put a storage cart on top of
the rail. Destroy the block with the rail so that the mine cart falls off. Add a normal piston at the top of the 'tower', looking down. Now, place the block under the piston you want your refrigerator to be made of (that is, if you want an iron fridge, the block under the piston would be iron). Now put a red stone torch/block on top of the tower. This will force the piston
down. Destroy the piston, tower and red stone torch/block. You should keep a block with a hatch error. Add blocks around it so you can't see the black... Things. Now you have a fridge! Design 7 by -metalmanII- Materials: 2 dispensers Iron door 2 buttons 2 blocks of any kind (preferably iron blocks, you can use the blocks of your wall material if you are
building this fridge on a wall) Instructions: place 2 dispensers on top of each other, then fill with food. Jump on top and place an iron door to touch the dispensers. On each side place your 2 blocks, one on top of the other. Add buttons to these blocks. Result: a nice compact fridge! When one of the buttons is pressed, the door opens and one of the dispensers
throws the food, then the door closes. Design 8 Materials: 6 iron blocks 1 iron door 1 pressure plate (unweighted) or 1 lever 1 chest 1 quartz ladder (optional) Once you choose a place along a wall where you will go the refrigerator, dig a deep two-block hole and place an iron block at the bottom of it. Then place your chest inside that hole, then destroy the
three blocks behind, left, and right of your chest. replace those blocks with iron blocks. Then place an iron block two spaces up (if you place a solid block directly on the top of the chest it will not open, so make a space between the chest and the iron block). Optional: At this point, you can place a quartz ladder upside down on the iron block. Since the quartz
ladder is not a solid block, the chest can still be accessed. However, the quartz ladder will not match the iron blocks, so they may need to be replaced by blocks of but they still won't match the iron door. If you do not plan to use the quartz ladder, place an iron block on top of the iron block behind your chest. Then jump on top of the iron block (which should
only be two spaces above the ground) and place the iron door in front of the iron block, causing the door and block to touch. Jump down and place the pressure plate in front of the door, or place the lever on the side of the iron block. You'll notice that each side of the fridge there are holes, just place things next to it (i.e. walls, wood planks, craft tables, etc.).
Now that you're done, you can put perishable foods on your chest like milk or eggs. Design 9 Materials: 2 blocks of iron 1 stone button Place the plate in a 1×2 rectangle, then place the button on the top block. There you go. A simple and quite decorative fridge. It looks thick, but it's still great. Design 10 Materials: 2/3 iron doors 1 stone sn sn sn sn 1 chest 1
stone button Depending on where you want your fridge, place the first iron door on the inside side of a block on the left or right of where you want your fridge. Then place the other iron door on the other side, leaving a blank block in the middle. Third, place your chest and last door in front of your chest. At the top, place the stone sn sly. Finally place the button
so you can open one of the 3 doors, which works for the design of your room. To make a corner fridge with this method, you will only need 2 iron doors, with the design like this: * S * C D B D * Design 11 Materials: 1 iron door 8 blocks of iron (you can also use the snow) 1 lever 1 day light sensor Find a place on your wall where you would like to put your
fridge (NOTE: this MUST be at least 2 blocks from anything you don't want to dig). Dig on wall 3 at eye level and 2 deep at the bottom. Dig behind your wall 2 wide. After following these instructions, your wall should look like this from above: Then you will start placing your blocks. Place two-height iron blocks in all of their empty spaces except both in the
middle. It should look like this now. Now, place a block in the middle of all your iron blocks (note that the middle block is lower than the others). Finally, put a daylight sensor on top of that block, a door in front, and a lever on the wall next to that. Tip: The daylight sensor can be clicked once to look like a freezer package. Or, if you want to leave your
refrigerator door open and click again, it will look like you're letting out the cold air and need to refreeze your freezer packs. Design 12 Materials: 1 iron door 1 iron block 1 lane 1 mine cart with chest 1 lever First, place the iron block on the wall 2 blocks above the ground. Place the rail under the iron block, then place the mine cart in the lane back in the
refrigerator. Look down, place the door, then place the lever next to it. Now, you have a nice fridge! So functional because of mine carts with chests that don't need a space above him to open it. Note: This looks better with counters on the sides. Design 13 Design 13 should look a bit like this when you finish Materials 1 hopper 1 button 2 blocks of iron
dispenser 1 or oddes Where you want a fridge, dig a 2-block hole (1 block down). At the other end of the hole, put a dispenser/odd in front of you. Inside the hole, put a hopper that goes into dispenser/dropper. Then place 2 blocks of iron on top of the dispenser/odd and place a button on the lower iron block. The finished fridge should look like this: To get
some food from the fridge, press the button and the dispenser/dropper will drop food at your feet. To put food in your refrigerator, put the food in the hopper using any method. Design 14, made by Logan5123 1 redstone 2 of any block, quartz looks the best 1 button 1 iron door 2 dispensers first, place your two dispensers on top of each other. Fill the
dispensers with food, then, to the exact left/right block depending on where you are placing it, place the red stone. Then, in front of the red stone, stack the blocks and put a button on the bottom block. Place the iron door in front of the dispensers. If you click the button, the food comes out and the door closes. ''Design 15, nade by Mimiengland''' 2 iron
trapdoor 2 dispensers 2 Stone buttons Place a dispenser on the ground and the second on top, place the trapdoors in the dispenser. Place both buttons on both dispensers. Now you have a freezer and a refrigerator. Wardrobes[edit] All you need is a bookshelf and a trapdoor. Place a shelf (preferably next to a refrigerator or oven) and on the side of the shelf
in front of placing a trapdoor and closing it. Now it looks like a bunch of food boxes or colorful cups in a closet when you open the trapdoor. You can also do it this way: You need: 2 stairs 2 trap doors Place the 2 stairs in to make it look like a U. Then place a trapdoor in front of each of the stairs. Now you have a simple but nice wardrobe. RastaPastaWolf
Method: Use shulker box in any color. Place it on the wall to open up to you. Place a trapdoor so that when it closes it covers the box. Boxes can only be opened when the trapdoor is open, and you can store items in the boxes. So real closets! You could also put barrels horizontally. This frees up space AND allows you to put things like item frames (plates) or
sea pickles (cups) to wash on top! Stove[edit] Design 1 take two smokers/ovens and put them side by side. Then, in front of each one, place any trapdoor (preferably spruce) and close it. Finally, place a carpet (aesthetic) or a (functional) campfire on top of both. A campfire works! Design 2 Place the oven in a 2 by 2 arrangement. Crouch down and place the
iron pressure plates on top of all ovens. Bathroom[edit] Most well-built bathrooms have some kind of floor tiles. S handles can help you save time and resources if you're in survival. Quartz looks attractive in bathrooms, as they add a clean, polished feel and can be chiselled in different styles. You can make baths with even running water, but these would
serve mainly as decorations since (hopefully) you can't really take a bath or use the toilet. Technically, any small room with infinite infinite water and a door, it qualifies as a water cabinet. However, here are some ways to build accessories that can be used for removal and/or decoration. Toilet[edit] Place a hopper and then put a trapdoor on it, then place a
lever on the side. Now you have a realistic toilet! Or, take a cauldron, place it, then take an iron trapdoor, place it on top of the cauldron, and then place a button near the trapdoor. Shower[edit] You can place s handles on the floor to mark the edges of the shower. Usually this should be built in a corner. Then place a piston on the ceiling or wall and place the
water behind it. You can use a lever to turn the shower on and off. Another version is that if you make a wall about 3×3 blocks and put holes in the ceiling and cover them with glass or trapdoors and then every time it rains if you open them you can have a nice shower. Another option is to do what it says in the previous paragraph this, but not to make holes in
the ceiling. This is the easiest and fastest option, but you won't have a functional shower, which washes water. The reason for this option is purely for decoration and you would not be able to use it. However, placing a water source above the ceiling (with particles on) will solve the above problem, because the water will make small blue droplets (purely for

decoration) falling from the ceiling, making the shower actually work in all climates and without a huge torrent of water that looks quite unrealistic (have you ever seen a shower that looks like a waterfall?). Bathroom[edit] Design 1 Use a fence, wall or block and surround an area of 2×1 near a wall. Get a dispenser and place it on the wall near a button (or
lever if you want it to look more like a faucet) and place a bucket of water in the dispenser, when you press the button/lever the water will come out and if you hit again the water will clear. Design 2 Repeat the 1st sentence of Design 1, then fill the space with water, add lever or tripwire hook for a faucet. Feel free to resize the space where the water is, but this
size is suitable for a medium-sized bath. Design 3 You can simply place a mine cart and sit on it to save time. Design 4 Dig a 2×2 hole and fill it with water. Surround the water with iron blocks, quartz blocks or white wool. If you're in Creative, you can use persistent splash potions for the effect of bath scents. Design 5 make an edge for the bath dig down so it
is 2 blocks deep place soul sand on the bottom layer, add water to make a good bubble bath You could also combine most of these with a birch boat in the middle to be able to sit on it! Sink and mirror[edit] For the you can use a hopper, a cauldron (full or empty), or a mine cart (try the lane removal trick from above). For a tap, you can use an element frame
and place it on top of the cauldron. Then place a piece of blue concrete in the frame of the element. It may not seem like much, but now you can the 'touch'. You can make an acceptable combination of sink and mirror by making a section at least 3 blocks wide of your floor material. In the middle 2nd block place the chosen sink. Surround the left and right
sides of the sink with the wall material, as well as the back at least 2 blocks high. Replace the block behind and above the sink with your mirror. If you have it, you can use ice, otherwise use a crystal and surround it completely with wall blocks to turn it into a complete panel. You could put a block of water behind the glass, just for atmosphere. You can add a
trigger lever or cable hook above the cauldron sink, such as a faucet. Also, for an extra touch, you can put a banner next to your sink to create a towel! (Clear white flags work best, although patterned flags also look good.) An alternate mirror is an object frame with the Steve Mafia head on it, or you can extract a 2-block hole deep into the wall, place a Steve
Mafia head, then place a glass block on the front. (This is only an accurate reflection if you're using Steve's default look, but if you use the /give @p skull 1 3 'SkullOwner:PlayerName' command, you can get a head with your skin to use.) You can also use a banner, which the pattern follows: Light Blue Base White Gradient White Sinister Curved White Black
boldure Games Room[edit] Chess/ChessBoard[edit] Simple design (recommended)[edit] To make a chess/chessboard, place a block of notes anywhere to form the table and board. You can build any type of chairs you like for the table. Notice how the note block looks a lot like a chess/checkerboard. You can cover the sides with trapdoors for a table effect.
Note: This may not work with alternate resource packages. Design 2[edit] Note: Do this in a snowy biome. Dig a deep hole in the ground. Add two layers of snow. Put an armor holder there (preferably to make next to a wall). Put a chain helmet on the stand. Then, using a piston, push a block of quartz down until it reaches ground level. Now it should look like
a chessboard. Alternative design (Overkill)[edit] If you are a perfectionist and have the time and resources, you could also do this: Get a map get any two block colors (preferably black and white) put the map in your out of hand go somewhere in the open away from your home Make the map build a chessboard pattern so you can see it on the map (Add
optional pieces) Banners of each color after chess Ladies pieces put them where you think the pieces should be at the point in the game click on the map on each banner Also optional (Get resources again) create the map with glass in an Optional mapping table: destroy the chessboard design Put an element frame on the thing you wanted a chessboard on
put the map in the frame Below , you can clone the map to simplify the process and skip to step 9. Billiards table[edit] 3×6 dark green wool with trapdoors closed to the sides. Or, you can put wooden planks and cover them with green or lime carpets. Use close-up poles to 'suspend' three jack o'lanterns in a row a single space above the table (it will require
temporary blocks to sit on, then destroy them after the pumpkins are placed). Ideally, they have faces turned against each other. Then use string to draw a balking line through the second row of green blocks. Nearby you can have a chest with sticks, eggs and oblong dyes (e.g. lime, pink and purple). Ping Pong Table[edit] Put 5×3 wooden slings. At both
long ends, make a fence of 3×1. Cover the entire lot on green carpet/carpet. In the center of the long sides and on the side, place 3 blocks of tall wood, with tripwire hooks inside the upper blocks, connected by rope for the net. Cobwebs could work here, too. But you may not be able to get the green carpet in that case just use green wool. Pac-Man arcade
cabinet[edit] A simple way is to place two stairs, one on the ground, and one on top, face down. Another way is to put 2 yellow wool (gold blocks work as well), one on the ground, put glass on top of it, and the other block of wool on top. Put a painting (or object frame map) on the glass, and you're done! You can also put two blocks of gold on the ground, side
by side, put black wool on one of the blocks, put another block of gold on top of it, and put white wool in front of it. Put a lever on the gold block on the ground to act as a joystick (Rails and manufacturing/tick-tac-toe toe tables work too) and you have a decent looking Pac-Man machine! Several[edit] This section is for pieces of furniture that don't really fit in
any category listed above. Spigot Water[edit] Use this if you're making an outdoor enclosure for your farm animals. It looks good and is refillable with rainwater. First put a 3×3 adoquin base. Then place a cobblestone wall on top of the middle cobblestone. Then place a lever and Tripwire Hook on opposite sides of a chiselled stone block. Add a Cauldron
under the Tripwire hook, and there goes a kind of working water spike! Water Spigot Pet Door[edit] A pet door is fairly easy to create and will save you the problem of having to keep the door open for your pets, like wolves. To make a pet door make a hole 1×1 on the wall and then put pressure plates on both sides of the hole. Inside the hole, put a door up
close. Now your pets can enter easily and most monsters won't be able to get in (except cavern spiders, silverfish and small slime)! Radio[edit] Basically, all you need are 2 blocks of notes and an iron block. First, place the note blocks. Make sure you have a space of 1 block between them. Then place the iron block in the hole. You could even place red stone
buttons or torches on the blocks to give the feeling of having knobs and an antenna or replace a block with a to play music. Fancy Jukebox[edit] For this, you'll need 4 stair blocks, a jukebox and a red stone lamp. Optional items are a chest, 2 more stair blocks, a sn sn sn sn sn snhoo and maybe a few buttons for decoration. First, place the red stone lamp on
the floor with the jukebox on top. Then place two stairs next to the red stone lamp, then place the other two stairs at the top of the stairs to make a shape. If you have buttons, add them wherever you want, and then place the music disc inside the disc machine. If you are wearing your chest, place your chest on top of it and add in the other two blocks of stairs
next to your chest at the top of the stairs placed above. Then place the sly just above your chest (don't worry, your chest will still be open). Redstone[edit] Try using Redstone to deploy furniture. You can even try to make a sterile room with everything hidden, with a lever that reveals or creates furniture. This may sound weird, however, it has a cool effect
when you actually use it. To do this, pistons are used along the walls, and pull them back with the movement of a lever to reveal your furniture! Place the furniture where the wooden s handles are. Maps[edit] Maps can be useful, or simply decorative. Wall map[edit] Materials To create the map, place the feature frame on the wall and place the map in the
feature frame. To cover a larger area, place more frames and element maps in a grid-like structure. Floor/table map[edit] Materials 1 sticky piston 1 red stone torch OR 4 pressure plates To create the map, dig two (one, if pressure plates are used) blocks down, then place the red stone torch at the bottom, (unless using pressure plates) and on top, place the
sticky piston. Now you have a map that, if you use the torch, is on a table, and if you use the pressure plates, it will appear when you walk towards it! The green parts simulate the earth, and the rest simulate the ocean. Again, to cover a larger area, place more sticky torches and pistons in a grid-like structure. (you cannot use pressure plates for this) You can
also use regular pistons to simulate large ocean extensions. You can put this on the wall, however, if you do, you should not feed the pistons. Notes For decoration only; serves no other purpose. It may not work in some Wall Clock resource packs[edit] All you really have to do is place a clock in an object frame and hang it. Now you can have a wall in your
home or anywhere you would like to place it! Classic clock[edit] Take two of any block you want (you should be able to put an element frame on it!), place one of the blocks on the ground, and then place the other at the top of the block. Add an item frame with a clock in the top block and you're it! Optional thing you could do is add an element frame in the
bottom block with a shovel/shovel on it, rotated to be the pendulum. Grill[edit] To make a barbecue on the patio or outside your home you can create an anvil and place place wherever you want in your outdoor space. Videos[edit]
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